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Congratulations! When done properly, a remodeling project can make your home more enjoyable and

prove to be a valuable investment. Unfortunately, we’ve all heard horror stories about home

remodeling projects gone bad. Problems with longer-than-expected installation, final bills that come in

higher than the quote, and shoddy workmanship, sadly, are commonplace. We were shocked and

embarrassed to find out that, according to Better Business Bureau statistics, home improvement

contractors are the most complained about industries—right up there with auto repair and airlines.

We’ve always done a good job and treated our customers right—and we’ve been able to build a nice

business because of it. However, over the years I’ve noticed that some consumers will choose less-

than-reputable companies to do jobs for them…usually because they are quoted less money. Don’t

get me wrong: I’m all for good, honest competition, but it pains me to see good folks risk their hard-

earned money with contractors who don’t have their best interests at heart. You deserve a great value

for your money—which includes an honest contractor who uses high quality products and stands

behind their work in both word and deed.

About the Owner
Marc Bickler has spent the better part of 35 years working in building products, building science, and

new home construction. Marc was a founding partner and principal of Ginger, the noteworthy

accessories and lighting company. Beginning in 2000, he established Masco Product Design for the

parent company of Delta Faucet, Behr Paint, Kraftmaid Cabinets, Masco Contractor Services (and

many others) where he served as Vice President of Product Design. He has been intimately involved

in the development and construction of several projects and properties in the Charlotte area. Marc is

responsible for long term Strategy within TruGuard Construction Group.

Sincerely,

Marc Bickler

Owner, TruGuard Construction Group

So, You’re Thinking About a
Remodeling Project For Your Home?

“We do it right- we do it by the book-

or we don’t do it at all.”

—Marc Bickler

Owner

TruGuard Construction Group
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You need to make sure that any contractor you do business with has proven themselves in the past,

and will be there if you need them in the future. Don’t just ASK the contractor if they are stable; look for

tangible proof of longevity and stability by asking for the items listed on the next few pages.

STABILITY
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Proof of Establishment

Why It’s Important: Believe it or not, many contractors use a

pickup truck for an office and showroom. Make sure that any

contractor you’re dealing with is substantial enough to have a

real office with all the normal business functions—accounting,

production, sales, etc. If a contractor does not have an office,

that should tell you something. Don’t fall for the “we just use

our tailgate as offices!” line.
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Business Licenses

Why It’s Important: Make sure you hire state-licensed General Contractors to work on your project. Many

contractors open and close their doors multiple times to avoid past customer complaints. (Naturally, some

businesses will be legitimately new—if so, get a 10 year work history of the owner and ASK questions!)
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Vendor Letters

Vendor letters are written confirmation of a company’s dealings with a supplier of the products they

install stating that they are in good standing, and pay their bills promptly. Failure to obtain vendor

letters may signify that a contractor is trying to hide something.
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Insurance

Why It’s Important: You need to know if your contractor carries

general liability insurance for both commercial and residential

projects. A sizable contractor will carry no less than $500,000…

and usually around $1,000,000 of coverage. If your contractor’s

insurance policy can’t cover potential damages, then the

contractor would be personally liable. If he cannot cover the

damages himself, you will have no legal recourse and will end

up paying for any possible damages or injuries yourself. Many

contractors are not financially stable…and don’t carry proper

insurance coverage to protect you against losses. Additionally,

contractors who fail to provide workers compensation benefits

risk severe governmental penalties and potentially company-

ending lawsuits should an employee become injured.

TruGuard Construction Group carries $5,000,000 of general liability

coverage. Do NOT deal with a contractor without sizable coverage, or

you will foot the bill for the mistake.
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Chain of Accountability
There are many different business structures in the

contracting world, and most of them result in the

owner spreading themselves too thin, and not paying

attention to either the small details or big picture.

Make sure your contractor has trained crews, a

professional sales team, dedicated project managers,

and an office staff. This will greatly increase the odds

that your project will be completed to your

satisfaction.
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You can tell a great deal about a contractor based on what others are saying about them—particularly their customers.

The old advice of “ask for 3 references” is just too easy to fake. You’ll need to get a little tougher with your contractor to

protect yourself. Insist that any contractor you’re considering can produce the things listed on the next few pages to

PROVE that their reputation is rock solid.

REPUTATION
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BBB Accreditation

Why It’s Important: You need to go further than just checking a

contractor’s standing with the BBB. Remember, many contractors

shut down and open under new names year after year. So check to

see how long they’ve been a member, and check to be sure the

contractor is accredited by the BBB. This means that if complaints

arise, the contractor agrees that the BBB’s judgment is binding and

must perform accordingly. Without this agreement, you may have no

recourse. TruGuard Construction Group is a BBB Accredited

Business with an A+ rating at the time of this printing.

http://www.bbb.org/charlotte/business-reviews/remodeling-services/truguard-

construction-group-in-indian-trail-nc-263231
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Why It’s Important: If a contractor has been in business for any length of

time- and doing a good job- they should be able to produce some

awards. They should also be able to produce proof of membership in

professional organizations that require their members to follow a strict

code of ethics and conduct.

TruGuardConstruction.com

Memberships & Awards
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Why It’s Important: All reputable contractors should carry

pre-printed lists of references.

Customer References

Customer Reviews

Likely to 

Recommend 100%

Communication

100%

Professional & Organized

100%

Clean & Safe

100%

100%
Likely to Recommend

Superior Finish Badge

100% Hardie Badge

Homeowner Recommended Badge

Years in Program Badge

Commitment to Excellence Badge

Design Excellence Badge

6 of 6
Preferred Qualifications

Clean & Safe

100%

Likely to 

Recommend 100%

Project Manager Professionalism

100%

Communication

100%

Professional & Organized

100%

Construction Quality

100%

Customer Feedback Summary
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A good contractor doesn’t just do good work. They also understand that when dealing with customers, it’s oftentimes the

little things that make a big difference. You should find a contractor that shows you respect by the way they treat you,

the way they look, the way they treat your property, and how they pay attention to details. Check any contractor you’re

considering against these standards of professionalism found on the next few pages.

TruGuardConstruction.com

PROFESSIONALISM
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Why It’s Important: It is very important that you get a

clearly-written contract that spells out key work scope

details. Make sure it clarifies how your property will be

protected and how and when the workers will enter your

home or office. A complete proposal must include

payment amounts and procedures. In remodeling,

Change Orders may also occur on some projects. Make

sure you understand what’s included in the proposal and

always require change orders be delivered in writing

prior to authorizing any work.

Detailed Proposal & Change Orders
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Why It’s Important: The project site should be

cleared of large debris, and dangerous materials

daily by the crew. After the job is completed, a total

project clean-up should take place, including nail/

screw detection (with a specialized magnet) and

removal of any hazardous materials in your house or

yard. Make sure your contractor has a pre-

determined daily jobsite cleanup routine, and a more

thorough cleanup routine upon completion of the job.

TruGuard Construction Group follows this multi-step

cleanup roster at the end of EVERY SINGLE DAY

Property Protection Program
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Worker Conduct Agreement

Why It’s Important: This compliance agreement,

signed by the workers, is a 17-point contract

prohibiting the use of alcohol, drugs, foul language,

misconduct, or other bad behavior on a job site. It

also gives appearance standards. Keep in mind that

not everything is perfect, but this agreement will

greatly reduce the likelihood of problems. All

TruGuard Construction Group employees follow a

“Worker Conduct Agreement” to pledge that they will

conduct themselves in a respectful and courteous

manner.
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Project Management

THE PROJECT MANAGER WILL:

Plan Ahead
 Review the project in detail prior to the start of the job

 Hold a pre-construction walk with the installers before the commencement of work

 During this time, the owner will have the ability to ask any questions they

may have regarding the project

Manage Materials
 Materials will by the Production Manager and Project Manager before the job begins

 As additional materials are needed, the Project Manager will secure them without delay

 This will allow the crew leader to remain on the jobsite

Manage their Time
 The Production Manager and Project Manager will set a specific schedule with a number

of deadlines for various projects that must be completed

 Inspections of the jobsite will be made throughout the day to make sure the job is

progressing properly

 Unexpected changes (due to weather, et cetera) will be dealt with by the Project

Manager in an expedient manner

Communicate
 The Project Manager is the customer’s direct contact with TruGuard during the

installation period of the project

 Daily updates will be made via BuilderTrend

 Pictures will be taken throughout the project to capture the progress and best

installation practices
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I. Contact is made through phone or email.

II. A phone conversation about your project is had.

III. An initial meeting is scheduled.

A specific time and date is set.

This meeting typically lasts 30 – 45 minutes.

IV. An email confirmation is sent.

This email contains information about your Renovation Consultant,

as well as their phone number and email address.

V.    The first meeting takes place.

Questions specific to the project will be asked during this meeting.

Detailed measurements and pictures are taken at this time.

VI.   The second meeting is scheduled. 

A specific date and time is set.

This meeting typically lasts 1 – 1 1/2 hours.

All aspects of the project will be thoroughly explained.

Questions pertaining to the project will be answered at this time.

VII. The contract is signed and a deposit is taken.

VIII. TruGuard’s Production Manager will make contact.

IX. All particulars are finalized.

X. The project start date and time are scheduled.

XI. Your Project Manager will make contact.

Typically the day before the project begins.

XII. Daily updates on project will be given through BuilderTrend.

XIII. A final walkthrough is preformed.

A preliminary walkthrough between the Project Manager and

Crew Leader will be performed prior to the final walkthrough.

XIV. Warranty information is provided.

XV. You will have the opportunity to rate your experience with TruGuard.

Communication

With the help of BuilderTrend Software, we

are able to provide a better experience for our

customers. Our clients can login to receive

real-time 24/7 access to the following pages:

• Summary • Messages

• To-do • Change Orders

• Calendar • Selections

• Docs • Warranty

• Photos
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TruGuardConstruction.com

Continuing Education

The construction industry is constantly changing. Continuing education is required to stay current with the latest

product developments, product availability, installation methods, and new technologies. More importantly, continuing

education is necessary to comply with laws, remaining licensed or certified, and maintaining memberships in trade

associations.

TRUGUARD ENGAGES IN THE FOLLOWING CONTINUING EDUCATION TRAINING:

OSHA Safety Training

EPA RRP Certification Training

Manufacturer Training for All Product Offerings

Products

Vendor Training

Installation

Availability

Internal Training

Project Review Sessions

Bi-Weekly, Quarterly, & Yearly One-on-One Training Sessions

Customer Surveys

Review 

Renovation Consultant Training

Project Manager Training

Crew Manager Training

Crew Member Training
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Multiple Payment Options

Why It’s Important: Reputable contractors offer

several different forms of payment to give their

customers financial flexibility.

• Cash

• Check

• Credit Cards

• Money Order

• Financing
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Ultimately, any contractor has to be competent to do the job right the first time. Competence comes as

a result of training, experience, and good old-fashioned hard work. As you evaluate a contractor, look

for signs that they can do the job right the first time.

TruGuardConstruction.com

WORKMANSHIP
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Why It’s Important: Any reputable company will be certified in the products they install, and schedule regular

training sessions with manufacturers and distributors. They will also at least be a member of their local

Chamber of Commerce- and often multiple Chambers.

Certifications & Associations
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Why It’s Important: Always ask for a written warranty. Most

contractors do not have a written warranty. TruGuard

Construction Group warrants every project them complete.

Written Warranty
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Contractor Standards Checklist

CONTRACTOR STANDARDS GUIDE  I  Compliments of TruGuard Construction Group

For your convenience, we’ve enclosed a checklist of all the

items you’ll want to look for before hiring any contractor.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR TRUGUARD CONTRACTOR A CONTRACTOR B

Proof of Establishment

Business License

Insurance

BBB Accreditation

Memberships

Customer References

Multiple Payment Options

Detailed Proposal & Change Orders

Property Protection Program

Worker Conduct Agreement

Project Photos for Inspiration
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q: Are there any other things I should look for or watch out for

that aren’t listed in the pages of this guide?

A: Look for some of these telltale signs of contractors who

shouldn’t be trusted:

• Main phone numbers that ring to cell phones

• Main phone numbers that are never answered by receptionists

• Trucks without signage on them

• No business cards or company brochures

• No company logo on work clothes/uniform

• Few references available

• Unresolved BBB complaints or no report at all

• NO process to give you a clearly-written proposal or warranty

• Prices that are unusually low compared to other bids

• No website or very poor website

• Ability to start on your job immediately—no backlog

• Unwillingness to give any information

An Ounce Of Prevention...

It’s been said that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of

cure. When the stakes are high—your home and your wallet that

saying is even more true. We hope that by reading this guide you

feel more prepared to evaluate home improvement contractors

and make the best decision for your family.

Q: Are you saying that you are the only company in the area that

can uphold these standards?

A: Most companies cannot uphold them, but there are several

good, honest contractors to be found. Just be sure to take the

time and use this guide to make sure before you hire anyone.

Q: Can a contractor just “fake” these standards?

A: Not likely. Most shady contractors that don’t put any effort into

making their businesses good, also won’t put effort into faking

these standards. It’s a lot easier for them to throw out a cheap

price and then just move on to their next unsuspecting victim.

Q: What if a contractor SAYS they can do all these things, but

can’t show the proof?

A: Don’t settle for lip service. Demand to see the documentation

for every single standard on the checklist at the end of this guide.

TruGuardConstruction.com
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IN CONCLUSION
When you’re hiring someone to do any type of work in your home,

remember it’s your money and your home. Be sure you get everything in

writing, ask all the questions on your mind and clearly understand the

answers you receive.

Besides what we’ve mentioned here, there are several other ways to

gather information on a company before giving anyone a dime. Check

with consumer-to-consumer reporting groups like the Better Business

Bureau, www.betterbusinessbureau.com, or Angie’s List at

www.angieslist.com

If all this makes sense, and you are curious about our approach to

remodeling, please give us a call. We’ll be happy to answer all of your

questions for free.

As part of our commitment to our previous and potential new customers,

at your request, we will set up a time to come to your home to answer

your questions and concerns. At this time we can also determine if we can

meet your remodeling needs. We provide this as a FREE, NO

OBLIGATION service for you and your family.

Hopefully we can show you, as we have thousands of others, how to

make your home absolutely gorgeous— something to be really proud of!

Remember that when TruGuard Construction Group visits your home, we

are not going to use high-pressure sales tactics. It is simply a chance for

you to meet us and see if our services can benefit you. If, after our

meeting, you believe there is no benefit to be derived from working with

us, we simply leave and that is that. If, however, you do find that you

would like our help, we will discuss how we proceed from there.
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